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Quartet was written rapidly In the spring of 1984 for the spring
concert at the Villa Aurelia of the American Academy in Rome. The surface of the work has more in corrmon with 18th- and 19th-century music
than the rest of my work, although the overall structure of the piece,
with its quirky tonal references, is not indebted to older music.
I'm fond of this work. Since writing it I have been able to compose
coherently in very tong spans. The complex section for the pianist
was written for my husband, Eric Moe.
--Tamar Diesendruck

The Four Kauai Studies were written in November and December of
1982. They commemorate a trip taken along the north shore of Kauai.
Hana 1e i ("crescent bay") is a sma 11 town on the north shore of the is 1and•
A narrow picturesque road leaves Hanalei and passes Haena beach (''wilderness" or "red hot love"), which is near the Kalal au trai lhead.
This trail threads its way along cliffs and descends into lush tropical
valleys containing beautiful streams and waterfalls. Hanakapiai ("bay
sprinkling food") is one of these valleys, and has a spectacular
backdrop of cliffs often topped by clouds. Further in, and still more
lush, isolated and quiet, is Hanakoa ("bay of warriors or Koa trees").
Kalalau itself, several miles further in past numerous tinkling streams,
is a grand valley with sides of sheer fluted cliffs and a magnificent
beach. To sit on this beach, to view the cliffs, the green, and the sea,
is to feel uncanny awe and peace. It is like being at the ends of the
earth--or the beginnings.
The character of Hanaiei is light and fluid, but occasionally flashes
of menacing fire shine through, especially just before the end.
In Haena we are never far from the ever-changing moods of the sea.
Hanakapiai is a virtuoso interlude, flashing with bursts of rapid
notes and ornaments. It was written in memory of Robert Miller.
Hanakoa was written in memory of Emil Danenberg.
--Walter Winslow

Chariessa means, in Ancient Greek, 'beautiful, graceful, elegant,
charming Woman.' In this work I combined various fragments of what
remains of Sappho's poetry in order to create a song cycle. The first
three songs are general in nature, celebrating Love, the season of
Spring, and Aphrodite. The last three deal with love, but take a more
personal tone. The translation is by Mary Barnard. Chariessa exists
in two versions: soprano and piano (the original) and soprano and
orchestra. The latter received its European premiere by the RAJ
Orchestra of Rome in 1981. The Piano-Voice version was premiered at
Radcliffe when I was a Fellow of the Radcliffe Institute in 1978.
--Sheila Silver

The Niak of Time was commissioned by Speculum Musicae In 1978, It
was the last piece Seymour Shifrin composed, He wrote these notes for
the premiere:
It Is difficult for this composer to help his audience with words
that will be of aid on the occasion of a first hearing. To my eyes
everything set down mocks all that is left unsaid and, in the process,
more often than not, the effort that Is the piece dwindles and may be
bel i tt)ed. In this ln~tance, perhaps I can be of some use In saying
something of ~he orig,_n of the title and so, obi iquely, about the piece .
Why The Niak of Tune? I am indebted to my dear friend, Stanley Cavell,
In whose gem of a book, The Senses of 'WaZden' I found the following
quotat I on. "I n any weat her, at any hour of the ' day or night, I have
been anxious to improve the nick of time, and notch it on my stick too;
to stand on the meeting of two eternities, the past and the future,
which Is precisely the present moment; to toe that line. You will
pardon some obscurities, for there are more secrets in my trade than
in most men's, and yet not voluntarily kept, but inseparable from its
very nature." (WaZden--Henry David Thoreau)
Thereis in the confluence of the vernacular and the metaphorical
a host of meanings ringing, from the importance of suggesting how time
defines itself--the conflux of past and future--to the suggestion of
notching an achievement by Inflicting a cut (nick), an irretrievable
loss, to a heightened sense of what it might mean to be dangerously on
time--in delivering a release, a closure within the work, or, more
prosaically, in getting The Niak of Time done in the nick of time.
--Seymour Shifrin

TAMAR DIESENDRUCK began seriously composing a little over ten years
ago, and in that time has written works for solo instruments, chamber
ensemble, voice, chamber orchestra and full orchestra as well as music
for dance and film.
She holds degrees from Brandeis University and the University of
California, Berkeley, and has been recognized for her work with such
awards as the Rome Prize and the Ives Award, given by the American Academy
and Institute of Arts and Letters.
Currently she is setting the W.B. Yeats' poem The Seaond Coming for
baritone and orchestra for the RAJ Orchestra of Rome.
WALTER KEITH WINSLOW holds degrees from Oberlin College and
Conservatory of Music and from the University of California, Berkeley.
He studied composition with Richard Hoffman, Edwin Dugger, Andrew
Jmbrie, and Olly Wilson, and piano with Wilbur Price, and has taught
at the University of California, Berkeley and at Oberlin College. He
is currently Visiting Assistant Professor of Mus~c at ~eed College.
Winslow is the recipient of numerous awards 1nclud1ng the
Lorenzo Prize and a Goddard Lieberson Fellowship, as well as fellowships
to the Johnson State College Compos~rs' Conferen~e and the Charles .
a 37-minute work for solo1sts,
I ves Center. He recently composed Himene,
.
1anguage, music,
.
mixed
chorus, and orchestra based on Ta h'1t1an
an d
legends.

SHEILA SILVER holds degrees from the University of California,
Berkeley, and Brandeis University. Her teachers have Included Arthur
Berger, Seymour Shifrin, Erhard Karkoschka, and Gyorgy Ligeti. Her
honors and prizes include the Prix de Paris, a Radcliffe Institute
Fellowship {during the tenure of which this piece for soprano and
piano was written) and a Prix de Rome. Her String Quartet was selected
as a winner In the 1983 ISCM National Composers Competition. Ms.
Silver is Assistant Professor of Music at SUNY, Stony Brook, and is
currently finishing an opera entitled The Thief of Love. Charieesa
was the winner of the 1982 ISCM National Composers Competition.
SEYMOUR SHIFRIN was born in Brooklyn, graduated from Columbia
University, and studied composition with Otto Luening, William Schuman,
and Darius Mllhaud. Shifrin taught for many years at the University of
California at Berkeley and at Brandeis University.
His works are complex and demanding, ranging from shi111T1ering
lyricism to anxious, explosive music, sometimes within the same
phrase. Both the beauty and the formal elegance of his language have
influenced a generation of American composers. The numerous awards
and commissions he received during his lifetime attest to his stature
as one of the great composers of his generation.
John Swackhamer wrote this about his colleague:
"It did not matter whether one knew Seymour as friend, colleague,
teacher, or as performer of his work, for all of these knew the same
person. Perhaps his most characteristic expressions were a jutting chin
as he indicated that 'no matter the difficulty or the cost, the right
way is the only way,' followed immediately by a warm grin and a
twinkling eye as the chin ducked under, which said, 'Even so, we are
all humans who must care for each other.' This mixture of simple but
most profoundly felt compassion for his fellow beings with an uncompromising set of the highest standards of excellence in all things was
Seymour Shifrin. That he was able to balance such a polarity with wit
and an enormous zest for living was an inspiration for those of us who
were his friends, his students--in brief, for all of those who loved him.
His compositions are now the only way more people will come to know
him. One can say that Seymour was of a generation of composers one of
whose main characteristics has been the defense of their works on a
work-by-work basis, without any deference to larger contexts. Happily,
for me, Seymour escaped these boundaries, when the compassionate side
of his person came even with his standards of excellence in his compositions.
This, again quite personally, came home to me most memorably in a performance of his Fifth String Quartet in January, 1974, in Hertz Hall.
In that performance, the sense of his compassion for his fellow human
beings was balanced easily and naturally against a most demanding
formal structure. It made me proud to be a fellow human being and, at
the same time, acutely aware of the responsibility explicit in that fellowship, heard through the work."

Soprano ANNA CAROL DUDLEY is a graduate of Oberlin College and
Conservatory of Music. She has premiered a great many works, Including
several written for her, and has performed under the direction of
Luigi Dallapiccola, Luciano Berio, Henri Pousseur, Ernst Krenek, Aaron
Copland, Morton Subotnik and other notable composers. She has performed
with the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players, the Berkeley
Contemporary Chamber Players, San Francisco State's Pro Musica Nova,
Earplay, the Mllls College Performing Group and other contemporary
performance groups. She has also specialized in the performance of
Baroque music, and is Director of the San Francisco Early Music
Society's annual summer Baroque Music Workshop, A soloist with many
West Coast orchestras, choruses and chamber groups, she also tours
nationwide annually with the early music group "Tapestry", and has
toured abroad for the United States Information Service. She has recorded
for CRI and 1750 Arch Records, and is on the faculty of San Francisco
State University.
JERRY KUDERNA has concertized in major cities all over the United
States. He holds a doctorate in music from New York University and
has taught at Princeton and Louisville Universities. He began studies
of piano and conducting with Antonia Brico at the age of nine. At sixteen he entered the Julliard School of Music in New York as a scholarship student of Adele Marcus. Subsequent studies in piano were with
Robert Helps at the New England Conservatory and Eugene List at New York
University. A champion of new music, Mr. Kuderna has premiered numerous
works for piano and chamber ensembles, including several by Milton
Babbitt. He has recorded for New World Records. He currently resides
and teaches in Modesto, California.
MICHAEL SENTURIA is professor of music at the University of
California, Berkeley, and director of the University Symphony. His performance of Seymour Shifrin's ChPonicles with the University Chorus and
Orchestra, Roger Patterson, tenor, and Allen Shearer, baritone, was
released last May by C.R.I.

DON R. BAKER is new to the Bay Area from the mid-west. He has performed
extensively in the east and mid-west as a soloist and ensemble player
in various orchestras, contemporary music ensembles, and as a dance
accompanist. Baker has pursued interests in ethnomusicology in Indonesia and India. He has published and edited articles on percussion and
has taught percussion at the university level.
SAL Di GIUNTA has been studying cello in Cincinnati, his home town, in
Vienna, and most recently in Stockholm. He is completing a Masters Degree
in San Francisco at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music under Bonnie
Hampton.
PETER JOSHEFF holds degrees from the University of Wisconsin, Madison
and from the University of California, Berkeley. He studied clarinet with
Glenn Bowen, and composition with Leslie Thimmig, Olly Wilson, Edwin
Dugger, and Andrew lmbrie. He has also participated in master classes
with the English clarinetist Gervase de Peyer. He currently freelances
as composer, clarinetist, and music autographer.

JANET KUTULAS, flutist, was the recipient of a Hertz Fellowship in
1981 . She has studied with Donald Peck in Chicago, played with the Civic
Orchestra of Chicago, and ls presently working on a Bachelors Degree at the
San Francisco Conservatory of Music.
J. KARLA LEMON is a Berkeley native and a graduate of the University
of California, Berkeley. She has been bassist with the Cabrlllo Music
Festival and the Arch Ensemble for experimental music. Currently she is
the conductor of the Sonoma State University Orchestra and the San Francisco
Recreation Symphony, and Music Director of the Junior Bach Festival.
ERIC MOE received his A.B. in music from Princeton University and his
M.A. and Ph.D. in composition from the University of California at Berkeley.
He has studied piano with Robert Helps and Jerry Kuderna. Currently he is
an assistant 'professor at San Francisco State University, where he teaches
composition, theory, and related subjects. He performs frequently as
pianist and conductor, specializing in twentieth-century chamber music.
KAREN ROSENAK completed her B.M. and M.A. degrees at San Francisco
State University, and her D.M.A. degree at Stanford University, having
studied piano with Carlo Bussotti and Nathan Schwartz, and fortepiano with
Margaret Fabrizio. She has participated in many Bay Area concerts, both as
soloist and accompanist, and has appeared in solo recital on the Clementi
fortepiano housed in the de Bellis Collection at San Francisco State University.
She has taught at Stanford University and Mills College in Oakland, and is
currently teaching at San Francisco State University.
GEORGE THOMSON is a graduate student at the University of California,
Berkeley. He has studied viola and conducting in Berkeley, and pursued further
studies in London while on a Hertz Fellowship in 1984. He has appeared as a
violist in numerous concerts of new music, including those of the Berkeley
Contemporary Chamber Players; he has also conducted the University Summer
Orchestra for the past three years.

Join us on March 24, 1986 for the final concert of EARPLAY's
inaugural season featuring well-known contrabassist Bertram Turetzky,
pianist Barbara Shearer, conductor Allan Pollack, and the EARPLAY
ensemble performing works by Ronald Caltabiano, Eric Moe, Allen Shearer,
and Bertram Turetzky. 8 PM at the First Unitarian Church of San Francisco.
On May 19, 1986, pianist Jerry Kuderna will perform a benefit concert
for EARPLAY at Sheldon Smith's Piano Studio, 2547-8th St. in Berkeley. 8 PM.

,,
I.

Leave Crete and come to us
waiting where the grove is
pleasantest, by precincts
sacred to you; incense
smokes on the altar, cold
streams murmur through the
apple branches, a young
rose thicket shades the ground
and quivering leaves pour
down deep sleep; in meadows
where horses have grown sleek
among spring flowers, dill
scents the air. Queen! Cyprian!
Fill our god cups with love
stirred into clear nectar

IV.

Gold is God's child
neither worms nor
moths eat gold; it
is much stronger
than a man's heart

V.

The moon and then
the Pleiades
go down
The night is now
half-gone; youth
goes; I am
in bed alone

11.

(Lament for a maidenhead)
Like a quince-apple
ripening on a top
branch in a tree top
not once noticed by
harvesters or if
not unnoticed, not reached
Like a hyacinth in
the mountains, trampled
by shepherds until
only a purple stain
remains on the ground

VI.

As a whirlwind
swoops on an oak
Love shakes my heart
If you will come
I shall put out
new pi I lows for
you to rest upon
Irresistible
and bi tte rs wee t
that loosener
of 1 imbs, Love
repti le-1 ike
strikes me down

111.

The full moon is shining:
Girls take their places
as though around an altar
And their feet move
Rhythmically, as tender
feet of Cretan girls
danced once around an
altar of love, crushing
a circle in the soft
smooth flowering grass
Come here to us
gentle Gaiety,
Revelry, Radiance
and you, Muses
with lovely hair

--Reprinted with the permission of
the Regents of the University of
California, copyright 1958.

